EXPERTemprende
EXPERTemprende is and educational programme (competition) for the promotion of
enterprising initiative and culture among students of High VET through setting up projects
with possibilities of being developed in Extremadura.

Why should I, as a coach, master this method?
It is a way of getting students involved with their environment, they can see a practical and
realistic result of their projects and how these projects can improve the areas where they
live. Students not only have the role of receivers, they are able to see themselves as an
active part with possibilities of changing and improving their environment.
Description
The objectives of the project are:
-

To develop the enterprising spirit, talent and skills of students.

-

To spread a wide and inclusive point of view of entrepreneurship.

-

To raise awareness of the importance of active methods for enterprising skills.

-

To support teachers/trainers in new ways of research about educational innovation.

-

To discover and to develop enterprising skills, leadership, teamwork...

-

To promote enterprising culture and educational innovation among students and
teachers involved in High VET.

-

To involve students in the design and development of an Enterprise Plan.

-

To consolidate knowledge, attitudes and skills related to enterprising worked in the
past.

-

To stimulate students and trainers and to promote they become closer of
enterprising world through the design and development of an enterprise plan.

Methodology
-

Based on “learning by projects”. Students are the subject.

-

Learning in real context.
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-

Improving of critical analysis and research as learning method.

-

Trainers are providers of situations and activities that promote creativity, personal
initiative and teamwork.

For the evaluation of enterprising skill is necessary to change the traditional approach to
evaluation and we need to enter methods that not only put the focus on the result but on
the whole process, in this case, on the process of design and develop of a project.
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